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Whereas, The Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) does not currently have a Mystery Box;

Whereas, ASUM doesn’t know what a Mystery Box is;

Whereas, ASUM’s posterity would be vastly improved with the addition of a Mystery Box and its mysterious contents;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, That a fitting Mystery Box be provided to ASUM by a mysterious member of the current ASUM Senate;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That secret articles of interest sealed within envelopes be secretly provided to the Mystery Box in such a manner that no one else sees who or what is adding to the Mystery Box;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That upon completing collections for its contents, that the Mystery Box be labeled with the following:

“The 2017-2018 ASUM Mystery Box: To be opened no sooner than the Final Senate Meeting of the 2018 - 2019 academic year.”

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That the Mystery Box will also be appropriately sealed to prevent tampering or opening before the prescribed date and displayed in the office in a safe location;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That the future ASUM be made aware of the Mystery Box and that it carries a terrible curse for the campus if opened prematurely;

Therefore, Let It Be Finally Resolved, That the ASUM Body will protect the Mystery Box, display the Mystery Box, and love the Mystery Box forever and ever.
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